
 

This post is about the telugu movie named Happy which was released in 2006 and now you can watch the hindi dubbed version
for free on Torrent. The content may not be related to this blog post by title, but it's highly informative and factual so we will
use it as an example. The following content is copied from a site called torrentfunk.com:

"Happy" is a Telugu film starring Venkatesh, Preeti Jhangiani and Mumaith Khan in lead roles who play three different
individuals with three different personalities – Happy (Venkatesh), Lucky (Mumaith) and Bhagat Singh (Preeti). The movie is
very popular and it has been ranked in top 10 Telugu movies. The story revolves around Happy (Venkatesh), an honest and
mature person who does not expect any reward, Lucky (Preeti Jhangiani) and Bhagat Singh (Mumaith Khan) and an honest girl
Bala (Tamannaah), who like to travel together in a bus one day. The three meet with a riot in the bus and they get trapped there.
Happy tries to escape with the help of Lucky but they end up in Bhangarh where he encounters Bhagat Singh also an honest man
facing many problems. Happy decides to help him and both of them starts a journey across the country to clear the obstacles
from their path.

When the above content is analysed, it can be concluded that: In most of the cases, a web page contains both factual and non
factual information so it becomes very difficult for a web crawler to figure out what's what. Hence Robots.txt is one of
techniques used by search engines to differentiate between different types of content on a webpage . The robots.txt file provides
instructions for all web robots that perform crawling or indexing on your website, e.g., Google bot, BingBot etc.. It gives
instructions on where to crawl, what to crawl and how to crawl. It provides a set of rules for crawling your site. Following are
the ways in which you can incorporate robots.txt file on your blog:

Using Robots.txt On Your Blog

This is a robots.txt file of a blog called blogspot.com: The blogspot.com domain has been blocked by Google web crawler till
December 11, 2014 for crawling content that is not related to the main theme of the website by following this instruction from
their Robots.txt page : 

Following are useful tools which you can use to test whether your link juice will be cut off due to URLs being blocked via
robots . txt file:

This post is about the techniques to create robots .txt file and 3rd party tools that can be used to test whether your URL has been
blocked or not. If you are using Blogger then follow these steps : 

The above snapshot shows how to hide all the content on your blog which is not related to the main theme of your blog by
blocking Google web crawler via Robots.txt file.
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